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Jet Lounge 

"Lounge About"

One of the jewels of the Jet Hotel in the happening LoDo district of

Denver, this lounge is the place to relax if you have enough stress and

dough to burn! Stroll into the renovated hotel's lobby and take in the

subtle colors, plush furniture and chic accessories. Signature cocktails are

available by the dozen, while live music puts some spark into the joint on

weekends. This is truly the place to be if you are part of the city's social

scene, given the eclectic mix of people that hang out here!

 +1 303 572 3300  www.thejethotel.com/  info@thejethotel.com  1612 Wazee Street, Jet Hotel,

Denver CO
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Club Vinyl 

"Spin The Vinyl"

Vinyl, the nightclub, is a popular one-stop for the young crowd to have

some uninhibited fun. There is no shortage of bars here, in fact the club

has three! A large spacious dance floor is on the ground level with a raised

lounge upstairs and a more intimate downstairs area. The music here is

spun by talented DJ's with quality drinks made by knowledgeable

bartenders. It can get a little crowded on the weekends, so be sure to be

there early to avoid the lines.

 +1 303 832 8628  www.coclubs.com/club-

vinyl/

 ronnie@coclubs.com  1082 Broadway, Denver CO
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Grizzly Rose 

"Country Lover's Paradise"

If country music is your thing, this massive spot is the place to be. It has

been recognized by the Country Music Association as one of the top clubs

in the country, and in the past has featured such artists as Willie Nelson,

Garth Brooks and Faith Hill. Live music hits the stage seven nights a week,

with the crème de la crème flocking here to let their hair down. You will

not look out of place when you saunter in wearing boots and a cowboy

hat! Free country dance lessons offered every Wednesday night.

 +1 303 295 1330  www.grizzlyrose.com/  5450 North Valley Highway, Globeville,

Denver CO
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The Robusto Room 

"Cigars, Martinis and Jazz"

Located in the 'burbs', of Denver, Robusto is an exemplary bar and cigar

lounge. One of the top bars in the live music scene, Robusto hosts

fantastic events on a regular basis. The entertainment calendar is always

packed, from cigar themed events and Texas hold 'em poker to live music

performances. Enjoy blues and jazz as you take a deep whiff from the

world-class cigars. Don't forget to try the martinis, they'e a local favorite!

 +1 303 790 7363  info@therobustoroom.com  9535 Park Meadows Drive,
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